IOG SALTEX (Institute of Groundsmanship's Sports, Amenities and Landscaping Trades Exhibition, Windsor Racecourse, 5-7 September 2000) has announced details of its free seminar programme.

This year's SALTEX seminar programme covers five separate themes - sports surfaces, play, horticulture/arbiculture, groundcare and landscaping. The seminars are free to all visitors but visitors will be able to pre-book places at all of the seminar sessions via the IOG SALTEX website, www.iogsaltex.co.uk.

Among the line-up speaking as part of this year's programme is Jim Robertson, Landscape Manager, at Legoland Windsor; John Hewitt, Managing Director of Hewitt Sportsurf, whose company provides a consultancy service to Premiership football clubs like Arsenal, Chelsea and West Ham, while returning for a second year, due to popular demand, is Chris Wood, pitches consultant for the England and Wales Cricket Board.

BIGGA will have its usual strong presence at the Show with a well appointed stand welcoming existing and prospective members. Anyone with questions to be answered, forms to hand in or merely wanting a chat will be most welcome to the Stand - G1.

Among the companies providing an insight into the latest industry thinking as part of IOG SALTEX's free seminar programme are Bernhard, Farmura, Greenlink International, HSE Woodworking, Milliken Chemical, Nomix Chipman, Sybron Biochemicals, Toro and SISIS, who will be leading a panel discussion of problem solving experts just waiting to help solve your problems.

SALTEX is an occasion when the whole open space management industry gathers together and as a result operates as a forum for exchanging information and ideas.

"Nobody has a monopoly on all the good ideas. You can always pick up new ideas if you are prepared to listen. The seminars give people the opportunity to look at a situation or deal with a problem in a different way." said keynote speaker, Jim Robertson.

To reserve your place at any of the free seminar sessions or for free tickets to IOG SALTEX visit www.iogsaltex.co.uk or call the Free ticket hotline number on +44 (0)810 751 1510.

How to get to SAltex

SALTEX is held at Windsor Racecourse. About 20 miles west of Central London, Windsor is easy to reach by rail, road and air. Heathrow is only a fifteen minute drive away! Gatwick and Luton are within an hour's drive.

BY ROAD
From the M25. Leave the motorway at Junction 15, where you'll join the M4, heading west. From the M4: Westbound - leave M4 at junction 6. Eastbound - leave M4 at junction 8/9. Then follow brown and white signs for Windsor racecourse.

BY BUS
Windsor Express bus numbers 700, 701, 702 and 703 connect London with Windsor. The 718 Royal River Route service connects London Victoria with Windsor.

BY RAIL
From London Paddington: Leave the train at Slough and join the local service to Windsor and Eton Central Station. Approximate journey time is 35 minutes. From London Waterloo: Leave the train at Windsor and Eton Riverside Station. Approximate journey time is 45 minutes. Information about British Rail services is available on 0345 484950. A bus shuttle runs from the stations to the showground.

FROM THE AIRPORT TO SALTEX
At SALTEX 2000 A F Trenchers Ltd introduces their new WIZZWHEEL 75 tractor mounted slit trencher. It combines the best feature of the well-known WIZZWHEEL 55 with a maximum digging depth of over 750mm, a new high capacity conveyor, hydraulic crumber and pipe laying facility. Also new is the very competitively priced range of AFT ATTACHMENT BACKHOES for skidsteer loaders and tractors from 15hp. With maximum digging depths from 1.4 to 3.6 metres, all these sturdy backhoes come with built-in hydraulic tank and filters, 180° rotation and full sideshift with hydraulic clamps. Quick to attach and easy to operate with joystick controls, these backhoes convert any tractor in a professional (mini) excavator.

Amenity grass seed breeder Advanta Seeds UK will be presenting five of the company’s most popular branded mixtures at Saltex this year. Grown specifically for the event by Greenkeeper Turf in Nottinghamshire, the displays will demonstrate how well Advanta’s cultivars perform when grown in a mixture. On show will be MM10, MM50 and MM60 from the premium ‘Advanta MM’ range, and Premier Sport and Estate from the ‘Designer from Advanta’ portfolio. Visitors will also have the chance to win one of two £50 instant cash prizes each day in the ‘MM50 lucky dip golf ball competition’.

Versatility, Performance and Application - With Amazone Groundcare products you get all three. See for yourself or view on our Interactive CD Product Guide. Groundkeepers - Mow, Scarify, Roll, Collect or Mulch - not only grass. Profihopper - Self propelled, zero radius turning with a unique auger collection system. Wet conditions - no problem.

Lebanon fertiliser range - only from ALS! The Lebanon range of professional products is now recognised as the number one choice World-wide for greenkeepers and discerning turf managers. This superb choice of products is now available in the UK and Ireland, exclusively from Amenity Land Services Ltd. Within the range are the following outstanding turf products: Isotek is a range of homogeneous fertilisers with dual source slow release nitrogen (lbdu+Methylene Urca) which is ideal for fine turf areas. This provides turf areas with an unmatched nitrogen package in a dust-free homogeneous granular form. This is regarded as The All-Weather, All-Terrain fertiliser. Within the Pro Range, for larger areas such as fairways and outskirts comes the unique controlled fertiliser Poly-X PRO whose coating allows granules to break down slowly. The turf area therefore receives both consistent feeding and results. The coating provides a resistance to fracturing, despite the blending, bagging and spreading processes. All the Pro range comes in optional amounts with slow release nitrogen. The Perk 4-0-10 stress relief formula product is a unique, homogeneous formulation of essential turfgrass nutrients, engineered to avoid stimulating growth. Over 25% of this product are derived from organically compressed iron. A further example of the Lebanon style of product, for fine turf areas. The full range can be inspected at Saltex 2000 on Stand No. R08.

Since launching “Amenity Update”, the latest and greatest trade magazine, Amenity Technology has reached an even wider audience with our range of high quality, innovative, golf and turfgrass products. The magazine, which reaches over 16,500 industry professionals includes, educational features, competitions, job vacancies and much more. Visit
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stand D71 to pick up the new edition and to subscribe for free. Also on display will be the latest additions to the Amtec range and a free gift for early visitors to the stand.

Aventis Stand T2

A major feature of the Aventis stand will be the launch of a new ultra low-dose fungicide which will treat five entire, average size golf greens from a single 250ml pack. A new CD version of the popular Technical Manual will be available, including an expanded weed identification library, printable product technical details and more sprayer and calibration data. Workstations on the stand will enable visitors to view the free CD. The stand will feature such well known brands as Spearhead, Helmsman, Roval Green, Vitesse, Crossfire 480, Mildothane, contact and barrier herbicide Zapper and 3-way turf selective Sirocco together with Ready to Use CDA products Vanquish and Xanadu.

Avoncrop Amenity Prods Stand H70

Avoncrop Amenity Products are again exhibiting at IOG SALTEX this year and invite you to come and discuss your turf and amenity requirements. Members of our sales team will be available throughout the show to talk you through the products, new innovations and services that we offer. We are a major distributor for premier manufacturers of fertilisers, chemicals, wetting agents, topdressings, golf and sports ground equipment and sundries. We also supply top grass seed varieties and microbial products. We shall be focusing on the need for turf managers to adopt an integrated approach to turf management, considering not only traditional fertilisers and chemicals, but also microbial inoculants, bio-stimulants and other organic products to enhance turf performance.

Barenbru UK Stand 112

Barenbru UK, specialist breeder and producer of grasses for the sports and amenity turf market invite Saltex visitors to their stand to see a demonstration of the superior quality of their grass seed. Their technical team will be staging short presentations at regular times during each day which will show how Barenbru's grass seed surpasses even the highest quality standards, ensuring that users get more of their top performing cultivars in the bag! Barenbru will be proudly displaying their latest top performing cultivars and mixtures - yes, some key new players, Bareine, perennial ryegrass and Barcampsia, tufted hair grass will be there!

Bernhard & Co Stand P68

Bernhard and Company Ltd. will be using Saltex 2000 as a launch pad for the very latest addition to their precision range of professional grinding equipment, the Knife Rite 1000 bottom blade grinder. Bench-mounted this dry grind machine is highly accurate and easy to operate. Designed specifically for golf clubs with more restricted resources, this machine makes affordable in-house grinding a viable option. Test after test demonstrates how vital it is to keep mower blades really sharp - says Stephen Bernhard, Managing Director. There is much less tissue damage which lowers the risk of infection. This results in lower demands for water and nutrients to maintain a quality sward.

Charterhouse Stand W28

Charterhouse Turf Machinery will welcome visitors to their extended stand so that they may enjoy products from any of their four operating Divisions: The Tractor Division will continue to show new and established items in the Carraro Tractors range including reversible tractors, articulated tractors and Local Authority multi-purpose tool carrying units. Also on show will be our range of ancillary Carraro equipment. The Richmond Division will be presented in force showing their wide range of hand tools, forestry equipment and tree surgery equipment. All these items and many more are displayed in theirWhatever their sport, players deserve a surface that can absorb all they dish out and bounce back for the next fixture. From rugby pitches to golf courses, Johnsons grass playing surfaces can cope with the best of British sport - and the worst of British weather.

Our new range of seeds gives you all the benefits of one and a half centuries of breeding. So when you want to bring new life, strength and disease resistance back to your playing surface, Johnsons will deliver the goods, season after season.

Perryfields Holdings Ltd. Thorn Farm, Inkberrow, Worcestershire WR7 4LJ
Eagle Promotions provide an extensive range of services to Golf clubs from the initial course measure through to scorecards, yardage books and other point of play accessories. This exhibition enables us to show our exciting choice of signage for the Golf Industry. Our signage is developing around our ability to create any image etched into zinc plate. These mounted on stone, moulded rock and wood create truly spectacular sign systems.

For more information please contact Philip McInley on Stand D58/60 or call on mobile No. 0860 239354. We look forward to seeing you at Saltex 2000.

Tel: 01883 344244
E-mail: eaglepromotions@compuserve.com
Website: www.eaglepromotions.co.uk

Envigro
Stand K24

Visitors to the Envigro (tm) stand (K24) at this year’s Saltex will be able to discover for themselves why the product is fast becoming one of the UK's most popular organic fertilisers and soil improvers.

Produced by a fast composting process Envigro is a highly versatile balanced organic fertiliser that is ideal for a broad range of landscaping, parks and horticultural applications. The compost breaks down slowly and uniformly, and so delivers a steady and even supply of humus and nutrients to the soil over a long period. This means no further feeding is required during the growing season.

With its high humus content, Envigro also possesses excellent water retention properties, whilst the absence of nitrates means it can safely be used without the risk of leaching into water courses.

Crucially, Envigro contains the correct balance of nutrients (‘N’ 3.5%, ‘P’ 2.1%, ‘K’ 3.4%) that is essential to strong, robust growth in both the root zone and top growth.

In response to the continuing upsurge in demand for Envigro, the company is currently investing in a new £350,000 'Silo Cage' production facility - details of which will be available on the company's stand.

As a general purpose organic fertiliser, Envigro is variously used as a top-dressing for established lawns and sports pitches, for shrubs, trees and perennials and for annual bedding. Another frequent application is the restoration of the soil's ecosystem where chemical treatments and/or failures to maintain the soil's organic content have altered the natural balance.

Eric Hunter Grinders Ltd
Stand P60

The range of machines on display includes the Jupiter 2000 grinder seen at Saltex for the first time. The Jupiter 2000 is the next generation of grinders. It will relief grind cylinder and bottom blades of pedestrian mowers in-situ with accuracy second to none. Set up and change over procedures are simple and demolish the argument for purchasing separate machines for cylinder and bottom blade grinding. The Jupiter 2000 combines accurate grinding with versatility. It is 'One-Stop' machine for all uses without compromising on performance and at a price that is hard to beat.

Other products include the OMEGA a new grinder specifically for sharpening circular chipper blades.

As the UK distributor of Hunter Industries' range of products for turf, landscape and amenity irrigation, Evenproducts can supply an internationally recognised brand which will be installed to the highest standard by your local Hunter Dealership, backed up by Evenproducts who have been established in the irrigation industry for nearly 50 years.

In addition Evenproducts supply Carson valve boxes, pipework and fittings in PVC (Imperial and metric), Galvanised steel and MDPE as well as our own manufactured steel sectional water storage tanks and roofs together with all relevant associated components.

Contact Richard Smith on: 01386 41212 Fax 01386 423769

We supply Wembley's 'hallowed turf' and are one of Britain's leading professional turfgrass providers. Proof that good breeding breeds success. Call now for details of your local distributor and receive your free 2000 seed catalogue.

Email: amenity@perryfields.co.uk Tel: 01386 793135 Fax: 01386 792715 or 01386 792216
Saltex 2000 promises to be yet another exciting and successful show for Gem Professional. As both a manufacturer and distributor of fertilisers and top dressings, Gem will be launching some exciting new products including two new calibrated spreaders for application of Gem Professional products as well as additions to the ProFormula range of turf dressings and the fertispray range.

Gem Professional look forward to welcoming you to Stand D62.

Golf Car UK shows expanded club car vehicle range at Saltex.

At the Saltex Exhibition, Abingdon-based Golf Car UK will be showing an expanded range of vehicles from Club Car. From general people carrying to turf maintenance and construction work, Golf Car UK can offer a full range of CLUB CAR® utility and transportation vehicles as well as the market-leading range of CLUB CAR golf cars. The CLUB CAR range is the industry’s only line of rustproof aluminium frame, chassis, cargo bed and golf vehicles offering many advantages for applications in the sports, amenity and landscaping industries. The all aluminium construction offers another advantage - a low overall weight spread evenly across the A frame aluminium chassis, a key feature for turf work.

Groundsman Industries

Groundsman Industries, Europe’s leading manufacturer of Turf Aerator are now offering five models of pedestrian machines from the model 345MD 18” swath vertical action aerator priced below £3,000 to the highly manoeuvrable 460SDR designed for golf greens. Two tractor mounting units with 48” and 72” swath complete the line-up. This unique range do not require the traditional turf retainer rails. A large range of tines and holders will be on display and available accessories include the highly successful core collector attachment enabling coring and collection in one pass! New launches include the Groundsman TC300 turf cutter a high performance machine built for professionals but with a modest price tag. See this impressive range at SALTEX Stand D12.

Hayter

Hayter is showing a versatile range, with a particular feature being the T424 five-gang ride-on mower, complete with a new ergonomically designed cab. The largest mower on show is the TM739 heavy-duty gang mower with a width of 4.78m. Hayter golf course machines on show include the FMS24 five-gang midweight fairway mower and the GM56 precision pedestrian greensmower. Also on display will be the excellent LT322, LT324 and T224 triple cylinder mowers and the high output R314 rotary mower. Completing the line up is the condor pedestrian mower with optional rotary and cylinder attachments.

John Deere Ltd

Functionality, durability, reliability and a quality finish - you get all this and more from John Deere’s comprehensive range of equipment for the professional greenkeeper, backed by industry leading parts and dealer service support. Among the newest machines on show are the operator friendly 2500 greens triple mower; the 1600 wide area rotary mower and its brand new stamemate, the 1620, with 2.4m (96in) wide Lastec articulating deck; John Deere’s biggest compact tractor, the 48hp model 4700, the most powerful machine in its class to feature hydrostatic transmission; and the Roberine 1903, a self propelled five gang mower with optional luxury cab and standard air suspension seat, providing the ultimate in operator comfort.

LOGIC Irrigation Ltd.

Tel 01491 20 20 10 Fax 01491 20 18 88 E mail graham@logicirrigation.com

LOGIC manufacture Aquarius irrigation equipment:

Aquarius Impact sprinklers: Rugged & dependable.
Aquarius 2100 and 2400 controllers: 2 wire simplicity with Aquarius decoders.
Aquarius Universal PC system: Update existing TW2, SC3000, CIC, Primetime & Robydom systems.
Aquarius Radio Remote: Gives you mobile control while on the golf course.

LOGIC Irrigation has now been appointed as an official distributor for the entire Hunter Line. Please contact our sales office for more details.

LOGIC Irrigation is the main UK distributor for:

Bear gear drive V-I-H sprinklers and replacement inserts for Toro and Rain Bird sprinklers

LR Nelson Turf and Landscape gear drive pop up sprinklers, controllers and the new Solorain Battery operated programmable valve/controllers.

Aquamaster aeration fountains and sub surface aerators
“Johnsons seed puts success at your feet”

Johnsons Sport and Amenity, a division of Perryfields Holdings Limited, will be exhibiting the all new J Range of amenity grass seed mixtures.

The new Johnsons range represents excellence in turfrass and was designed specifically for groundsmen and greenkeepers who don’t want to compromise on quality. J Range mixtures use the very best cultivars available and are available from a new National distributor network ensuring excellent back up and service. Also available is the largest range of native wild flower seed mixtures and plugs. Our technical staff will be available to answer questions and provide quotations.

Kawasaki is planning a far bigger presence than ever at SALTEX 2000 in September with the launch of two new products at the prestigious Windsor event. Following the success of last autumn’s show at which Kawasaki unveiled the new Mule Diesel 2510, the Japanese manufacturer is planning the official launch of two further new products at this year’s show. Details of which will be released later next month.

Kawasaki is also keeping its foot on the pedal in the ongoing development of top of the range commercial engines. The latest arrival at the top end of its impressive four-stroke, horizontal shaft, air-cooled engine line-up, the FE400D, also makes its debut at SALTEX.

Six new hydrostatic drive tractors from 22hp to 45hp will be unveiled at Saltex by Kubota. At the top of the range are hydrostatic versions of the 45hp Grandel L4200 and 38hp L3600 tractors, both fitted with an integral safety ‘O’ cab. New 30hp and 35hp versions of the acclaimed ST30 tractor will be launched at the show. Retaining the neat, compact styling of their predecessor, the Sta30 and Sta35 come with hydrostatic transmission as standard. Offered in two and four-wheel drive form, Kubota’s new 22hp BX2200 tractor has ample power, excellent manoeuvrability and exceptionally compact dimensions, making it suitable for a wide range of tasks.

Now for Saltext: The full line of Hunter irrigation products and a new way to automatically irrigate Hockey pitches without having to put sprinklers into the pitch. Also showing will be the Aquarius Universal PC control system, now with over 30 installations, including the championship course Carnoustie. Aquarius PC will operate SC3000, CIC, Robydom, Primetime and TW2 control systems. Fully interactive graphics allow irrigation by a simple “point & click” at the course plan. Logic radio remote-control system allows operation from a hand held radio.

Other irrigation products from Bear, Nelson, Hit, our own range of Aquarius sprinklers and two wire controllers will be on show.

---

**Satisfied customers**

"Every forward thinking golf club should have a Juno in their workshop, a truly excellent machine"  
Mr Mark Jones, Head Greenkeeper, Preston Golf Club

"Hunter’s relief grinding is far superior to anything I have ever seen, each blade cuts true, the savings are substantial and the cost is minimal!"  
Mr Roger Shaw, Course Manager, Ramside Hall Golf & Country Club, County Durham

"Our bottom blades are now lasting between 2-3 times longer than when we were spin grinding"  
Mr Philip Baldock, Course Manager, Ganton Golf Club, North Yorks

"A quality machine that gives a superb finish to our cylinders, and saves money"  
Mr Derek Green, Head Greenkeeper, Royal Liverpool Golf Club

**Experience reel savings and make your course a cut above the rest**

**Do you suffer any of these problems?**

- High maintenance costs
- Wasted downtime
- Low standards
- Rapid blade wear

Then why not have your own grinder installed in your workshop?

**The benefits**

- Accurate ‘Relief’ grinding of all cylinders (cuts friction - blades last longer!)
- Same machine grinds the bottom blade

**Eric Hunter Grinders Ltd.**

Manufacturers of Precision Grinding Machinery

Tel: 01207 270316  
Fax: 01207 270312

Hobson Industrial Estate, Burnopfield, Newcastle Upon Tyne, NE16 6EB
Marlwood Ltd will be promoting the current range of Lastec Articulator Rotary Mowers at Saltex ‘2000’ which includes the 621ER 3 deck 3.2m, the 721XR 7 deck 3.4m trailed mowers and the 425HD 2.4m Kubota 38hp ride on. Marlwood Ltd is also re-launching the Smithco range of products in the UK. On show will be a mechanical bunker rake, dedicated sprayer and a NEW PRODUCT to the UK which is the Aqucide Environmental Weed Control System where weeds are killed by steam at low pressure, which is both safe and environmentally friendly.

SOGEMA front loaders and backhoes will also be shown attached to both the LANDINI and TYM tractors. PEGORARO Rotary Tillers of different widths are also being displayed.

Ocmis are UK distributors for Rain Bird Irrigation products and specialise in design and installation of irrigation systems for all golf course, sports turf and landscape areas. With Service Engineers situated throughout the UK Ocmis can offer a prompt and reliable service for all makes of irrigation equipment. This linked together with one of the largest stocks of spares in the UK gives our customer the high standard of service they expect.

For more information, contact Ocmis Irrigation (UK) Ltd on:-
Head Office: 01460 241939
Scotland Office: 0131 220 2102
Ireland Office: +353 1 235 4020
E-Mail: info@ocmis.com
Web: http://www.ocmis.com

Par Aide will be launching a new Aluminium Hole cup (EVER-WHITE CUP) complete with a White Plastic Insert. The sleeve is easy to install and remove, but will stay tight in the cup during play. The cup will never need to be painted because there’s no paint to chip. A full range of Driving Range Equipment will be available including Range Servant equipment on the stand complete with a full range of Winter Tee Mats and Frames. Artificial Surfaces including Spike Resistant Carpet Tiles and Rubber Tiles ideal for the Clubhouse, Driving Ranges or Walkways will be available.

Contact ANDREW LOFTING ON TEL: 01424 819006
FAX 01424 819007

Rain Bird Europe SARL Stand CP 36/37

The importance of efficient water management has never been greater and, as the industry leader in the manufacturing of irrigation equipment, Rain Bird is committed to the continuing development of more reliable and efficient irrigation products.

Rain Bird will be showing its Maxi Series of Decoder computer control systems, “Freedom Europe” radio and telephone remote control; Rain Bird’s new MDC-50-200 controller, TG25 and 5000 Series non-valve-in-head sprinklers.

Visit the stand of a leader.
Rigby Taylor has moved to a new site this year: Stand S40. Particular emphasis will be given to their MASCOT brands including their Chemical (e.g. Rimidin), Fertilizer, (e.g. Polymax) and Grass Seed products as well as the Specialities range which includes Integrate, Blockade and Profile. Industrial herbicides will also be on show (e.g. Roundup Pro Biactive and Casoron G). Displays from Edwards Sports Products, Maxicrop, Pressure Jet Markers, Ruffords, Tillers Turf and Verdi Sports will also be featured. Grass Science sports turn and environmental consultancy will also be present.

Scotts UK Professional Stand E1
Scotts UK Professional will be offering a complete turfcare advisory service from their stand. Scotts is a leading authority on turf nutrition and pest control in the UK and Europe and in a unique position to field qualified specialists and turfgrass agronomists. This expertise will be available on the SALTEX stand. Greenkeepers and groundsmen need only bring the results of their latest soil analysis to Scotts for a tailor made turf nutritional programme to be determined on the spot. Scotts will be displaying the benefits of the comprehensive range of fine and outfield turf fertilizers, chemicals and landscape materials including the new turf growth regulator Shortcut, which can halve the amount of time grounds and greenkeeping staff need to spend on mowing grass.

Stand contact: Dave Steward, Scotts UK Professional, Paper Mill Lane, Bramford, Ipswich, Suffolk IP8 4BZ. Tel: 01473 830492.

SISIS Stand B27
SISIS have exhibited at the annual IOG show since they started in the 1930's and each year, without fail, have new machines on display. 2000 is no exception. The ultra lightweight SISIS ROBBI, ride-on triple brush, now with electric start and choice of brushes for synthetic and natural turf, will be seen for the first time at SALTEX. New models of the SISIS ECOSPRAY "no drift" sprayer will be available for inspection and new additions to the renowned SISIS scarifier range.

Be sure to visit SISIS on Stand B27 to see all the new developments and a large selection of maintenance machinery and grasscutters from the comprehensive SISIS range.

STIHL Stand D21
STIHL giving professionals more. Alongside its established ranges of premium outdoor power tools, STIHL will show a host of new products at Saltext this year; all designed to give hard working professionals greater choice and more power. A clever new 'power sweeper' effortlessly clears paths, grass and tracks of dirt, debris, snow and water; and the new CombiSystem brushcutter becomes up to six tools in one with its splitting shaft and different attachments. All clearly demonstrate the technological advances and product advantages for which STIHL is renowned.

Chainsaws, brushcutters, scrub cutters, hedge trimmers, pruners and blowers are all favourites back on show; with expert staff on hand to give sound advice to visitors.

A Complete Controller Family from

Rainmaker RM-1
- PC performance at a "wall-mount" price
- Compatible with most decoder types
- Multi-zone flow management
- Plug-in lightning protection
- Low-cost radio remote control

Aquarius Universal PC
- Fully featured, multi-zone PC controller
- Graphics displays
- Compatible with most decoder types
- Radio remote control
- Maximum 1800 stations, up to 32 cables

Demi-Rain
- Budget priced
- Simple to install & use
- Future proof-upgradeable
- Plug-in lightning protection

For the best performance fit Tonick Decoders - now installed in around 1000 golf courses. Replacements for most existing decoder types.

The best decoders are now even better with enhanced lightning protection. Still with the only 5 year warranty in the business.

Tonick Watering Limited
Ford, Arundel, West Sussex.
Sales: 01243 554848 Factory and Technical Support: 01243 554060
A visit to Stand V15 will confirm this commitment where a whole range of turf maintenance equipment, compact sweepers and light industrial vehicles will be on display, creating a one-stop shop for both the dedicated turf professional and our municipal customers.

New turf care products will be on display, alongside the Pathfinder, a mini-compact sweeper making its debut at SALTEX. Also look out for the dedicated Jacobsen golf machines and the Ransomes equipment now dedicated to the municipal sector.

There will also be product demonstrations throughout the course of the event, giving the opportunity to meet Textron's team who will be able to provide expert advice and information. Come along to Stand V15 and see for yourself our new innovative products that will demonstrate our philosophy of providing equipment that delivers - delivers performance, delivers productivity, delivers value. For further information please contact: Peter Driver, Public Relations Manager, Command Publicity Ltd, 1 The Matchpens, Rivenhall End, Witham, Essex CM8 3HA Tel: 01376 535400

The prototype mower being shown is fitted with a powerful 51hp Kubota diesel engine. It features three independent cutting decks, two of which can lift up to give three different cutting widths to a maximum of 11ft wide, making it ideal for cutting between objects and for mowing overhangs. Meanwhile the new Groundsmaster 3500-D rotary unit has three cutting decks which, like its Reelmaster Sidewinder predecessor - can be shifted hydraulically from side to side to increase their overhang up to 24in for cutting bunker overhangs, fringes and approaches.

With the increase in awareness of organic products sports turf use, Vitax have expanded their range of seaweed based products. After lengthy research, use has been made of the seaweed variety Laminaria Digitata harvested from renewable sources out in the Atlantic Ocean. This gives a high quality product rich in trace elements, growth hormones and cytokynins, giving first class benefits to greenkeepers and groundsman.

The three products, packed in 10 litre containers, will include a natural high strength seaweed, a 12:0:6 seaweed based liquid feed for turf, and a high strength seaweed based iron tonic to give long term green up quickly, which would be ideal for use prior to tournaments and important matches.

New catalogues giving full details will be available at Saltex.

New mantis marks expansion. WEED FREE will exhibit the latest Spraying Mantis on stand S 30 three years after the first model was named at the show. Following the introduction of the spraying unit, which was specifically designed to carry shrouded booms and unique to the company, the new machine features a Ford Endura engine, a Tee Jet Controller, a revamped instrument layout inside the cab and a smaller wheel track. The shrouded booms have been completely redesigned and the new Mantis carries a pedestrian version, for spraying greens and small areas in addition to the main boom of 5.5 metres. Digital flow meters which measure the amount of water going into the main tank are now fitted to all machines in the Mantis fleet.

**Supaturf Products**  
**Stand E18**

Supaturf will be displaying their full range of amenity and grounds maintenance products at the 2000 show. The Topline TXE line marking machine range with no-weld-rugged frame has been updated to offer new levels of performance and reliability. At the heart of the TXE is an improved battery powered pump system that can provide a full day’s work between charges. Optional extras include a multi-head spray boom and an athletics track spray system. The efficient SupaLiner attachment for turf utility vehicles with its hydraulic operation for easy and convenient use will be on show with the comprehensive, industry leading, range of high quality marking materials.

Also turf managers will be able to discuss the use of Supaturf’s world leading range of Water Management Products Primer 604. AquaDoc and Infiltrix with Supaturf’s experienced technical sales personnel. Visit the Supaturf and see for yourself!

For further information please contact: Colin Hood, Sales Director, Supaturf Products Limited, 2 Maizefield, Hinckley, Leics LE10 1VF Telephone 01455 639639 - Fax 01455 234714

**Textron**  
**Stand V55**

Textron - serving the turf care professional and the municipal sector with quality products. With a highly developed global manufacturing and distribution network, Textron Turf Care and Speciality Products' commitment to meeting the needs of our customers is reflected in the strength of our brands: Cushman, E-Z-Go, Iseki, Jacobsen, Ransomes, Ryan and Turfco. A visit to Stand V15 will confirm this commitment where a whole range of turf maintenance equipment, compact sweepers and light industrial vehicles will be on display, creating a one-stop shop for both the dedicated turf professional and our municipal customers.

New turf care products will be on display, alongside the Pathfinder, a mini-compact sweeper making its debut at SALTEX. Also look out for the dedicated Jacobsen golf machines and the Ransomes equipment now dedicated to the municipal sector.

There will also be product demonstrations throughout the course of the event, giving the opportunity to meet Textron's team who will be able to provide expert advice and information. Come along to Stand V15 and see for yourself our new innovative products that will demonstrate our philosophy of providing equipment that delivers - delivers performance, delivers productivity, delivers value. For further information please contact: Peter Driver, Public Relations Manager, Command Publicity Ltd, 1 The Matchpens, Rivenhall End, Witham, Essex CM8 3HA Tel: 01376 535400

The prototype mower being shown is fitted with a powerful 51hp Kubota diesel engine. It features three independent cutting decks, two of which can lift up to give three different cutting widths to a maximum of 11ft wide, making it ideal for cutting between objects and for mowing overhangs. Meanwhile the new Groundsmaster 3500-D rotary unit has three cutting decks which, like its Reelmaster Sidewinder predecessor - can be shifted hydraulically from side to side to increase their overhang up to 24in for cutting bunker overhangs, fringes and approaches.

**Turfmech Machinery**  
**Stand W38**

From soil preparation to seeding, top dressing to rotary mowing, leaf clearance to scarifying and turf cutting to materials handling, Turfmech Machinery has one of the most extensive product ranges cutting to materials handling, turf maintenance professional. One more reason for visiting Turfmech's Saltex exhibit is the launch of a higher capacity greens top dresser from Ty-Crop. The QuickPass 450 has a choice of drop-style vortex or twin spinner spreading options, 1.27 cu m hopper capacity and four-wheel walking beam suspensions to maintain full ground contact on undulating turf for optimum stability and minimal ground pressure.

**Toro**  
**Stand W50**

Toro is showing two innovative new Groundsmaster rotary mowers in its big line up of golf course equipment. The new Groundsmaster 4000-D is a powerful, highly productive machine that offers superior cutting performance on golf course roughs. The prototype mower being shown is fitted with a powerful 51hp Kubota diesel engine. It features three independent cutting decks, two of which can lift up to give three different cutting widths to a maximum of 11ft wide, making it ideal for cutting between objects and for mowing overhangs. Meanwhile the new Groundsmaster 3500-D rotary unit has three cutting decks which, like its Reelmaster Sidewinder predecessor - can be shifted hydraulically from side to side to increase their overhang up to 24in for cutting bunker overhangs, fringes and approaches.

**Turfmech Machinery**  
**Stand W38**

From soil preparation to seeding, top dressing to rotary mowing, leaf clearance to scarifying and turf cutting to materials handling, Turfmech Machinery has one of the most extensive product ranges cutting to materials handling, turf maintenance professional. One more reason for visiting Turfmech's Saltex exhibit is the launch of a higher capacity greens top dresser from Ty-Crop. The QuickPass 450 has a choice of drop-style vortex or twin spinner spreading options, 1.27 cu m hopper capacity and four-wheel walking beam suspensions to maintain full ground contact on undulating turf for optimum stability and minimal ground pressure.